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ΘΕΜΑΣΑ 
 

A. Match the synonyms. (3) 

1.intimidate  
2.menace  
3.unprecedented  
4.vigilance  
5.prerogative  
6.swift  
7.constrain  
8.reinforce  

9.adhere to  
10. reluctant  
11. prominence 
12. consignee  
13. accumulate  
14. consignor  
15. underwriter 

fast 
strengthen 

unwilling 
importance 

sender of goods 
limit 

receiver of goods 
 

Alertness 
privilege 
frighten 
insurer 
threat 

first-time 
follow a set of rules 
gradually increase 

 
B. Match to make collocations. There are extra words. (2) 

1.overriding  
2.insurance 
3.under  
4.controversial  
5.legitimate  
 

6.voluntary  
7.subject  
8.common  
9.impending  
10. salvage  
 

Issue 
reasons 

agreement 
wisdom 

damage 
amendment 

appeal 

Sacrifice 
law 

the provisions of 
danger 

authority 
policy 

to verification 

C. Fill in the gaps. (there are extra words) (2)       

shipper, discretion, dispatch, freight, brokerage, claims, shipbroker, demurrage,  
indemnity, liability, laytime, arbitrator, demise, facilitation, lien 

 

 Provisions for the treatment of stowaways on board are found in the __(1)__ of International Maritime Traffic 
convention.  

 It is at the Master’s ___(2)___ to make decisions regarding the security of the ship. 

 The ___(3)___ acts as an intermediary between the charterer and the shipowner.  

 The ___(4)___ clause specifies that cargo can be detained as guarantee until due payment is made.  

 To offer ___(5)__ is to offer cover against third party ___(6)___ and pay when ___(7)___ is proven.  

 Under voyage charter, the charterer pays ___(8)__. The period during which loading/ discharging takes place is 
called ___(9)___. When it is exceeded, ___(10)__ is paid.  

 
D. Write what the following abbreviations stand for: (1)  LAYCAN , FIO, SHEXUU, WWD, B/L   

 
E. Find the term: (1) 

1.Certificates kept on board in compliance with international conventions, such as the ILLC, IOPPC, etc.  
2.Employment contract between crew and shipowner 
3.Record of proceedings of a meeting 
4.Official visits by port states to vessels to make sure standards are acceptable 
5.Examination ensuring that companies manage their safety through proper implementation 

 
F. Turn into passive: (1)    

1. They took the injured crew member to the hospital.  
2. They have informed the master about the stevedore strikes in the next port of call.   
3. The company will provide armed guards during the passage from the Gulf of Aden.  
4. Agents reported thefts in the port.     

 
Οι ειςηγητριεσ, Μαρία Παναγοποφλου, Παραςκευή Παπαλεωνιδα 


